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VIEW IN ORDERVIEW IN ORDER

• The file names of the Presentations in this 
series contain a two digit number, 01 
through 08. Use this number to view the 
Presentations in order.  It is necessary to 
view the Presentations in order so that the 
information flows logically and is not 
disconnected gibberish.  



DisclaimerDisclaimer
• The information contained in this series of 

presentations is neither intended to 
deceive nor mislead.  The information 
presented is true and factual to the best of 
my knowledge.  Opinions are mine.  The 
viewer is responsible for confirming 
anything upon which he has doubt.  
Nothing in these presentations is to be 
construed as legal advice.



DistributionDistribution

• This information is distributed either on a 
compact disk or as a ZIP file.  In either 
case, the individual is welcome to 
distribute copies to anyone so long as the 
information is not altered and all files are 
included… Michael H. Keehn



ReferencesReferences
• American’s is a reference to the people of 

these united States of America.
• The District is a reference to “the United 

States” (corporate), Washington, District of 
Columbia.

• These united States of America is a 
reference to the Union States, united by, 
and under, the Constitution, what we know 
as the Republic of these united States of 
America.



The CORE ProblemThe CORE Problem
• Simply put, it’s the national debt.  Some 

American’s think that we owe this debt to 
ourselves.  We do not!  It is owed to a cartel of 
private individuals through the banks they own.  
The Federal Reserve Bank is central to this 
issue here in the United States, and in a global 
sense, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
is included.  By now, this should be evident. 



RecappingRecapping

• First, we will recap the path we have 
traveled, and beginning in the next 
presentation in this series, take a look at 
the effects of our actions and behaviors.



The PathThe Path
• 1776 – Revolutionary war which left us in debt 

and shopping for a creditor to pay all the other 
creditors and willing to give us time to repay.

• 1791 – England becomes our creditor and we 
charter the First National Bank of America to 
hold the collateral for the loan from England.  
Bank is 80% English owned and 20% 
American.  In a short time, it becomes 100% 
English owned.



1811 1811 -- 18121812

• 1811 – The Bank’s Charter expires and 
congress does not renew the charter.

• War of 1812 – in which the English invade, 
burn down the White House and 
President’s personal house, enter the 
Federal Courts and recover titles to the 
property used as collateral  for the loan (all 
the property owned by the Federal 
Government).



Debt Free, First and Only TimeDebt Free, First and Only Time
• 1815 – Second Bank of the United States is 

chartered.  War of 1812 ends, English go home 
happy.

• 1832 – President Andrew Jackson veto’s a bill 
to re-charter the Second Bank of the United 
States (a Rothschild controlled bank) and using 
threat of Federal Troops, encourages the Union 
States to collect tariffs which he uses to pay off 
the national debt.  The United States was out of 
debt and free of the Banksters for the first and 
only time.



The Beginnings of Criminal The Beginnings of Criminal 
BehaviorBehavior

• 1861 – Southern delegates walk out of 
Congress.  Congress adjourns without setting a 
date to reconvene.  Lincoln illegally declares 
war, then, without authority (illegally) issues the 
first executive order, then, illegally declares 
Marshall Law, using said Marshal Law to force 
northern congressional delegates back into 
session under the bayonet, a status under 
which Congress sits to this day.



Emancipation ProclamationEmancipation Proclamation
• 1863 – Lincoln issues the Emancipation 

Proclamation to free slaves, but only targets 
Southern States where Lincoln had no legal 
authority, and did not target Northern States 
where Lincoln did have authority.  Therefore, 
Lincoln was not interested in freedom for the 
slave, just inciting the southern slaves to 
revolt, providing support in the war against the 
South.



GreenbackGreenback

• 1862 – Lincoln issues the “greenback”
currency which deprived the Banksters 
from loaning the United States money and 
charging interest, over 20%, on that loan.

• http://www.xat.org/xat/usury.html



Civil War EndsCivil War Ends

• 1865 – Civil war ends.  Lincoln is 
assassinated before he terminates the 
Marshal Law he declared.  The Marshal 
Law Lincoln instituted now becomes a tool 
of the Banksters in their control over 
elected officials.



1414thth AmendmentAmendment
• 1868 – Passage of the Fourteen Amendment to 

the Constitution provides a lower class of 
citizenship to the freed slave than was held by 
white Citizens of these united States of 
America.  In effect, the 14th Amendment created 
a new class of citizenship (United States 
citizen), which is citizenship in the District of 
Columbia, a jurisdiction outside the republic.



Criminal BehaviorCriminal Behavior
http://www.truthsetsusfree.com/14thAmendment.pdfhttp://www.truthsetsusfree.com/14thAmendment.pdf

• A constitutional Amendment must be proposed 
by two-thirds of both the House and Senate.  In 
order to get the necessary two-thirds needed 
for the 14th Amendment, all southern delegates 
and one senator from New Jersey were 
excluded from voting, making the 14th

Amendment an illegal (criminal) act and 
technically inoperative.  The result of a 
Congress setting under the bayonet.  But it 
does serve the interest of the U. S. creditor.



Collecting the CollateralCollecting the Collateral

• 1871 – The United States defaults and 
fails to pay the due debt.  England, the 
U.S. Creditor, collects its collateral, all the 
property owned by the Federal 
Government, including Washington, 
District of Columbia. [Continued]



The Corporate United StatesThe Corporate United States

• 1871 – England, as the sovereign of 
Washington D. C., forces incorporation 
upon the District [of Columbia], and the 
name of the newly created, British owned 
corporation is “The UNITED STATES”.  
Not to be confused with these united 
States of America [republic of].  They are 
completely separate from each other.



19331933

• 1933 – The Banking Relief Act of March 9, 
1933 is passed, making the President and 
Secretary of Treasury a dictator by giving 
approval to any executive order they may 
issue hereafter, authorized the confiscation of 
our gold, authorized the issuance of a 
currency created by deposit of debt, and 
identified the citizens of the United States as 
an enemy of the United States.



Looking at the EffectLooking at the Effect
• In the rest of this presentation series we will be 

examining the effect of our unwillingness to 
elect leadership to pay the debt, leading to our 
own dishonor.  In the end analysis, it is “we the 
people” who are responsible since we have all 
the tools necessary to correct our problem.  We 
have the tools whether we have recognized 
them, or whether we refuse to recognize them, 
and we will look at this in greater detail later.  
And this makes us responsible for our situation.



Corporations gain Corporations gain person statusperson status

• Of the 150 cases involving the Fourteenth 
Amendment heard by the Supreme Court 
up to the Plessy v. Ferguson case in 1896, 
15 involved blacks and 135 involved 
business entities.  The 14th Amendment 
was used to give corporations person 
status in court.

• http://www.reclaimdemocracy.org/personhood/fourteenth_amendme
nt_hammerstrom.pdf



END OF SEGMENTEND OF SEGMENT

• This ends this segment, we’ll examine 
ourselves and the consequences of the 
path we have chosen in the next segment.  
Right now it’s time for discussion and 
exchange of views.

• by Michael H. Keehn
• mhkeehn@gmail.com


